
Appendix B

Aaron Services Community Benefits / Employment Skills Plan

Aaron services have a committed budget from suppliers and partners that benefit from the 
contract works undertaken with Lincoln City Council.

The sum of monies is calculated in relation to turnover of the contract at variable 
percentages from each supplier / partner with the purpose of providing the community with 
suitable support to projects that can be felt locally as positive.

As with any community there can be varying suggestions as to where funds should be 
allocated to value all concerned. The tenant’s panel can assist in providing suggestions of 
projects that will be of value to the community and can be felt by local people.

During the last financial year Aaron services engaged in activities that support both in 
providing employment, experience and support in varying forms listed below.

 “Hope Day” was a workshop for individuals with disabilities to understand and 
experience how the plumbing and home plumbing systems work; this was supported 
with materials and engineer attendance to help the individuals have a physical 
experience. All involved really enjoyed the event and it made our physically fit 
engineer appreciate the problems other young people can encounter in their lives.

 Work experience was provided for two local 14-16 year olds to have first hand 
experience of the industry and environment our engineers work in, with hopefully 
allowing the young adults the make the career choice to suit them in the future.

 Aaron Services (Lincoln Contract) have three engineering and one administration 
apprentice currently working on the contract.  They are all following college course 
work to gain the relevant qualifications in their work sector, with the view to provide 
permanent placements in the future. We are very proud of retaining virtually all our 
apprentices   historically.

 A placement was made with Lincoln College on an exchange programme with a 
student from Germany; Fredrick Fliss enjoyed a week experiencing the working 
practices of a company in the UK against practices that are employed in Germany. 
This was replicated with the exchange being undertaken with one of our apprentices 
being placed in Germany. Aaron Services have accepted an invitation to be involved 
in the next exchange programme.

  Imminent support in providing electrical connection and testing to a community 
street lamp project at a poorly illuminated area of Lenton Green.


